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ABSTRACT
Human-computer interaction for development (HCI4D) operates at the
intersection of Human-computer interaction (HCI) and information and
communication technology for development (ICT4D). The
interdisciplinary nature complicates knowledge transfer and articulation
between the disciplines contributing to the HCI4D domain. This paper
proposes a conceptual framework to highlight the core issues and
domain questions in HCI4D towards supporting knowledge mobilization
between researchers in HCI4D and the related fields. This paper presents
an overview of the HCI4D literature (2007–2017) which investigated the
domain questions, including the core issues, focus areas, the
phenomena of interest, target users and the research methods. The
findings were presented as a conceptual framework which comprises
the core issues and salient elements for each of the domain questions.
This framework was evaluated and checked against 2017–2019 literature
to propose a final HCI4D knowledge mobilization framework
(HCI4D_KMF). The contribution lies in knowledge transfer and
articulation towards enriching discussions on HCI4D research.
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1. Introduction

HCI4D is a research domain aimed at understanding and designing technologies for under-served,
under-resourced, and under-represented populations around the world (Dell & Kumar, 2016). It
caters for the needs and aspirations of people in developing regions, or for specific social, cultural,
and/or infrastructural challenges of developing regions (Ho et al., 2009). Within the wide-ranging
definition of the terms low-resource and marginalized communities as the recipients of development
initiatives, HCI4D research has maintained a focus on design for better access and usability qualified
by low-resource settings (Abdelnour-Nocera & Rangaswamy, 2018). Considering the theme of con-
straints, the focus was on the infrastructural more than the cultural but concerns for social justice
and a variety of eco-political agendas was a running theme (Abdelnour-Nocera & Rangaswamy,
2018). HCI4D inherits the international development focus from Information and Communication
and Development (ICTD) while human–computer interaction (HCI) research and literature provide
conceptual and methodological tools to understand the human dimension of ICT4D (Abdelnour-
Nocera & Densmore, 2017). Appropriating information and communication technology for the
purpose of supporting ICT for development (ICT4D) is by its very nature a complex endeavor, there-
fore ICT4D researchers need to employ an assortment of perspectives and tools to adequately
engage with this complexity (Renken & Heeks, 2018).
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The interdisciplinary nature of ICT4D (Toyama, 2010; Walsham, 2017) and that of HCI4D (Dell &
Kumar, 2016; Toyama, 2010) complicates the matching and aligning of goals, expectations, practices
and methodologies across the HCI4D domain. Given the different philosophical and methodological
streams to contend with, researchers may be unable to appreciate the value of alternative disciplinary
streams (Best, 2010). This can cause isolated streams of progress disconnected from other discourses
in the field, hence the maturation of the field and the real-world impact suffers. For example, cases
where published usability guidelines for using mobile phones in developing countries were itera-
tively refined through repeated cycles of heuristic evaluations without evidence of in situ implemen-
tation and evaluation (Van Biljon & Renaud, 2016). One of the reasons for the lack of implementation
could be found in the different methodological approaches, which broadly include (1) qualitative
methods and user studies, (2) design and iterative prototyping, and (3) evaluation (Toyama, 2010).
If, for example, the HCI4D research was done from an interpretive position where researchers used
qualitative methods and user studies to understand the context and the user requirements for a tech-
nology enabled intervention, then a real-life project involving multi- and interdisciplinary research
would require that the researchers, once having completed the requirements gathering would
proceed with implementation, monitoring and evaluation. This would require a different philosophy
and skills set, possibly pragmatism to allow the flexibility needed in action, design or action-design-
science research where artefacts are created and evaluated. There are many reasons for this silo
approach to research including lack of a holistic view, lack of skills etc. but the result is always to
diminish the research impact and contribution to making a better world.

The focus on making impact is increasing, Sein et al. (2019) identify four research agendas for
ICT4D research, namely theorizing ICT4D; the philosophical bases of ICT4D; expanding ICT4D research
to the developed world; and moving from understanding to intervention studies. The latter high-
lights the need for more action research and action design research studies to create knowledge
while solving development problems (Sein et al., 2019).

According to Heeks and Wall (2018) the growing search for causal links between ‘ICT’ and ‘D,’ and
the political and ethical turns in ICT4D are prompting researchers to engage more with issues of
power, rights, and justice. The response to the call of making a better world on different levels by
technological, political and ethical innovation requires a holistic view and resonates with Best’s rec-
ommendation to develop a set of fundamental shared problems and an appreciation for mixed (and
when appropriate, shared) methods while ensuring robust evaluation and assessment (Best, 2010).
Considering interdisciplinary research Burrell and Toyama (2009) warn that the reader or reviewer’s
preference and misunderstandings of methods may inadvertently cast baseless doubt on the
research quality. In summary, there is a need to traverse ICT4D knowledge sub-domains to progress
from understanding the issues and the context to designing evidence-based policy and practice
interventions but that requires a mechanism for aligning, connecting and mobilizing the knowledge
across sub-domains.

The concept of knowledge mobilization (hereafter referred to as KM) emerged in response to the
need to make stronger connections between research, policy and practice (Crilly et al., 2010) and the
multiple ways in which these connections can be made (Levin, 2011). Based on a study of KM models
in the fields of health care, sociology, political studies and education, Ward et al. (2009) maintain that
the quantity and diversity of the knowledge transfer literature make it difficult for researchers and
managers to choose which model to use. Furthermore, the KM models remain largely unrefined
and untested meaning that their suitability as tools for designing and evaluating interventions is
unknown (Ward et al., 2009).

Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to propose a knowledge mobilization framework that aligns
the core issues (motor themes) in the HCI4D field with the salient philosophies and methodologies,
thereby relating HCI4D to ICT4D on a methodological level and then evaluate the framework in terms
of comprehensiveness, transferability to a region or research domain, simplicity and clarity. The term
framework is used in lieu of the term conceptual model since the artefact created is informed by
the Ward (2017) framework. Acknowledging the continued growth and diversification in the field
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this framework is proposed as a non-prescriptive point of departure for verification and further
research in the field of HCI4D. The research philosophy is pragmatism, which allows for the triangu-
lation and integration of findings from different research designs including two descriptive literature
reviews, a survey and interviews. The literature review section discusses approaches to positioning a
research field and identifying the core issues (motor themes) in terms of centrality and density. A dis-
cussion of seminal HCI4D overview papers explains the selection of the dimensions of the initial
(2007-2017) descriptive literature review. Thereafter, the literature review and analysis is explained.
The findings from this literature analysis are synthesized to abstract the conceptual framework on
the core issues and domain questions of the HCI4D research field. The use of the framework is illus-
trated by applying it to the data captured during a survey conducted with Southern African HCI4D
researchers. The original framework of the HCI4D research field, as well as the application to the
Southern African context, is then evaluated by ICT4D expert researchers and updated accordingly.
A second literature review (2017-2019) was done to check if the final HCI4D Knowledge Mobilization
Framework (HCI4D_KMF) is up-to-date. The paper concludes by discussing the limitations and con-
tributions of this research.

2. Related work

This paper builds on the concepts of Knowledge Mobilization, Human–Computer Interaction and
Human–Computer Interaction for Development. The related definitions and relevant issues are
now discussed in the respective sections.

2.1. Knowledge mobilization

The importance of intermediation between communities primarily engaged in research production
and those primarily engaged in practice is increasingly acknowledged (Malin & Paralkar, 2017).
Funding agencies have provided incentives for knowledge exchange at the interfaces between
science and policy or practice, yet that has been met with varying levels of success within academic
institutions (Hering, 2016). ICT4D research has a normative orientation, seeking to produce actionable
knowledge to influence policy or practice in the service of development goals (Loudon & Rivett,
2013). However, given the interdisciplinary nature of research in ICT4D, the gap is not only
between research, policy and practice; there is also a gap between the knowledge bases of the indi-
vidual researchers and schools of thought (Best, 2010; Van Biljon & Alexander, 2015). The term knowl-
edge mobilization, also referred to as knowledge transfer, knowledge exchange or knowledge
translation encompasses the exchange, synthesis and application of tacit knowledge, new ideas or
innovations as well as research results and other evidence between academic and practice settings
(Ward et al., 2009).

The field of knowledge mobilization is grounded in the theories of knowledge transfer and
exchange (Phipps & Shapson, 2009) and concerns the multiple ways in which stronger connections
can be made between research, policy and practice (Levin, 2011). While the primary interest is in
knowledge deriving from formal research, meaningful findings based on widely accepted, systematic
and established formal processes of inquiry, knowledge mobilization recognizes that research impact
is shaped by the larger social and political context (Levin, 2011). Therefore investments in knowledge
mobilization can create value for the institution, researchers, graduate students and research partners
(Phipps & Shapson, 2009). The following two studies analyzed the existing KM models:

. Towards scoping and summarizing the knowledge mobilization literature, Ward et al. (2009) con-
ducted a thematic analysis of the literature and identified 28 different models from the fields of
health, medicine, sociology and education. Based on the analysis of those models they identified
five common components of the knowledge transfer process, namely problem identification and
communication; knowledge/research development and selection; analysis of context; knowledge
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transfer activities or interventions; and knowledge/research utilization. They also identified three
processes namely: a linear process; a cyclical process; or a dynamic multidirectional process (Ward
et al., 2009).

. Based on a review of 47 knowledge mobilization models, Ward (2017) proposes a framework to
help knowledge mobilizers reflect on, communicate and evaluate their aims and objectives
towards increasing clarity and understanding across the field. This can allow researchers to articu-
late between different philosophical and research design entities. Their framework presents the
results from a literature review in the field under investigation in terms of dimensions including
the who, why, what, and how dimensions (Ward, 2017). The Ward framework provides a point
of departure for structuring the conceptual framework presented in this study.

Considering the field of ICT4D there is an appreciation of the need for interdisciplinary research
(Walsham, 2017) and knowledge transfer across disciplinary boundaries (Avgerou, 2017; Renken &
Heeks, 2018). Flor (2018) defines Knowledge Management for Development (KM4D) as the under-
takings, systems and products that leverage intellectual capital in the pursuit of national, regional
or global development goals. Kelly (2018) argues that international development is a data-, infor-
mation-, and knowledge-intensive industry, where power relations shape KM4D including the data
and knowledge constructed yet that power dimension is often overlooked in development impact
evaluation practice. He advocates for using Cultural Historical Activity Theory to analyze impact
evaluation activities (Kelly, 2018). Despite this evidence of research investigating specific aspects
of KM4D no knowledge mobilization tool, model or framework integrating the fields of ICT4D
or HCI4D could be found in the academic literature at the time the search was conducted
(August 2019).

2.2. Positioning a research field

When positioning a research field, the themes of maturity, core issues and domain questions arise.
Bødker (2015) contends that the changing nature of the published papers can be used as an indicator
of how a field is maturing and identifies the following waves in the development of a new, human-
related research field such as HCI:

. The first wave of papers generally present individual, small-scale studies where researchers report
empirical results to lay down founding principles

. The second wave emerges, with reports on the use of the initial results in larger-scale studies, often
in organizations where the focus on the individual no longer dominates

. The third wave is introduced when meaning-making papers start appearing, those papers ques-
tion unwritten assumptions and making recommendations about the way forward.

Therefore, researchers need to build on the existing research in the field for a field to mature and
the extent to which that has been done provides an indication of the fields’maturity. Considering the
theme of core issues in a field, Reeves (2015) suggest describing those in terms of centrality and
density.

As depicted in Figure 1, a theme can be tracked and plotted as the themes evolve through incep-
tion starting in ‘Quadrant III: Emerging or declining themes’; begin to stabilize in ‘Quadrant IV: Basic
and transversal themes’ then go mainstream in ‘Quadrant I: Motor themes’ and eventually terminate
(back to Quadrant III) or perhaps wane and move to ‘Quadrant II: Developed but isolated themes.’ The
progression of a theme is not predictable; but that discussion is beyond the scope of this study where
we are interested in the usefulness of motor themes to describe the core issues and domain ques-
tions in HCI4D for supporting knowledge mobilization.

The next section will explain the positioning of HCI4D as a research field also by considering the
connection between the domains of HCI, ICT4D and HCI4D.
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2.3. Positioning HCI4D as a research field

Information and communication technology for development (ICT4D) has been defined as the appli-
cation of any entity that processes or communicates digital data in order to deliver some part of the
international development agenda in a developing country (Heeks, 2018). The ICT4D discourse is
guided by theories conceptualizing development, theories conceptualizing the use of ICT and the-
ories on the transformative processes linking ICT to development Sein et al. (2019).

Human–computer interaction for development (HCI4D) was originally focused on the adaptation
of traditional HCI methods and techniques for designing and deploying solutions for developing
nations (also referred to as the Global South) (Chetty & Grinter, 2007). More recently, Abdelnour-
Nocera and Densmore (2017) maintained that HCI4D is a response to the fact that HCI as a discipline
must alleviate tension created between local cultures and the assumptions, priorities and values
embedded in the tools and concepts of this discipline. Toyama (2010) overviews the historical
relationship between HCI and international development, and compares their disciplinary
approaches. This is useful in terms of differentiating HCI4D from HCI while acknowledging that the
HCI4D field is informed by the inheritance from both HCI and ICT4D as parent fields. Oulasvirta
and Hornbæk (2016) describe HCI as a hyper-disciplinary field focusing on three main types of pro-
blems: empirical, conceptual and constructive, with problem-solving capacity (not methodological
choice) as the universal criterion for progress. Rogers (2012) describes HCI as an interdiscipline,
that signifies the absence of a disciplinary core in HCI, and allows it to be an interdisciplinary
space for connecting disciplines rather than a way of ordering knowledge. Walsham (2017) describes
ICT4D as interdisciplinary which means that researchers need to contend with different epistem-
ologies and methodologies. HCI4D is a research domain at the intersection of ICT4D and HCI, and
thus interdisciplinarity lies at the core of HCI4D research. HCI4D through the connection with HCI
deals with human factors while retaining the focus on designing, implementing and evaluating tech-
nologies for development. The human element is pervasive in ICT design, implementation and evalu-
ation but the focus is on the difference in the performance of technology in different geographies
whereas HCI4D reports on local experiences (Abdelnour-Nocera & Densmore, 2017). The latter
means adapting and implementing conceptual and methodological HCI tools and models for under-
standing the human dimension of ICT4D to make it locally accountable.

Considering ICT4D projects, Qureshi and Xiong (2017) maintain that many well-intended pro-
jects fail, due to unrealistic expectations set by development agencies responding to their political

Figure 1. Mapping disciplinary knowledge production as quadrants (Reeves, 2015).
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objectives, while information systems research is ripe with well-studied concepts that do little to
achieve a better world. Likewise, the ‘4D’ part in HCI4D has been contested, arguing that HCI in
developing regions is not always and not only ‘for development’ (Toyama, 2010). Therefore,
many researchers prefer the term ICTD to ICT4D and possibly the term HCID could be introduced
to encompass HCI4D projects. Irani et al. (2010) proposed postcolonial computing as an analytical
orientation to better understand the challenges of cultural contexts and how designs and methods
engage new constituencies, where design and analytical practices face significant challenges.
While acknowledging those discourses, the terms HCI4D and ICT4D are well established and will
be used in this paper, especially because HCI4D signposts the relationships to the HCI and
ICT4D fields.

3. Research methodology

In this section, the research philosophies used to guide the study, the research design used to struc-
ture the study and the methods used for data capturing, will be discussed.

3.1. Philosophical assumptions of this study

The purpose of this paper is to propose a conceptual framework to highlight the core issues and
domain questions in the HCI4D domain towards supporting knowledge representation and transfer
between researchers for understanding the socially constructed, research knowledge at the core of
the HCI4D domain. This aligns with the interpretive research philosophy, since interpretive research
methods depart from the premise that our knowledge of reality, is a social construction by human
actors (Walsham, 2006). In that respect, the philosophical orientation of interpretivism, namely under-
standing socially constructed, subjective research knowledge is applicable. Creswell (2014) argues
that interpretivism is divergent, guiding the researcher to explore the expanding complexity of
views rather than attempting to limit the findings towards converging into a finite number of cat-
egories or ideas. However, towards presenting the understanding, i.e. producing a conceptually
coherent model this study needed to converge the findings and therefore another philosophy had
to be considered. Pragmatism is not committed to any one system of philosophy and reality, it
allows researchers to choose the methods, techniques, and procedures of research that best meet
their needs and purposes (Creswell, 2014). Therefore, the philosophical orientation of pragmatism,
namely to produce real-world, useful knowledge aimed at improving practice (Mingers, 2004) was
selected to guide the development of the model. Furthermore, pragmatism supports a research
design combining different research methods as well as modes of analysis and a continuous cycle
of abductive reasoning to produce socially useful knowledge (Feilzer, 2010). That applies to this
study as discussed in the next section.

3.2. Research design

Mixed methods research is, generally speaking, an approach to knowledge (theory and practice) that
attempts to consider multiple viewpoints, perspectives, positions, and standpoints – including the stand-
pointsofbothqualitative andquantitative researchers (Johnsonet al., 2007, p. 113).Wardet al. (2009) ident-
ified five common components of the knowledge transfer process, namely problem identification and
communication; knowledge/research development and selection; analysis of context; knowledge transfer
activities or interventions; and knowledge/research utilization. These components were used to structure
the activities within the multi-method approach, and guided the data capturing events as follows:

. Problem identification and communication: The research was triggered by the lack of a coherent
model or framework to present the HCI4D field in terms of the core issues and domain questions.
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. Knowledge/research development and selection: A critical literature review of HCI4D literature over
the last 11 years was conducted (as detailed in the next section) to select the relevant literature
and then analyze that as a point of departure in identifying the domain questions and core issues.

. Analysis of context: The global context was considered by recording and analyzing data on where
the research was done geographically and the origin of the researchers.

. Knowledge transfer activities or interventions: The knowledge mobilizers framework (Ward, 2017)
was applied to structure the findings from the descriptive literature review coherently and to
propose the initial HCI4D knowledge mobilizers framework.

. Knowledge/research utilization: The HCI4D knowledge mobilizers framework was applied to the
findings of a survey on Southern African HCI4D research to develop a contextualized KMF and
test the applicability of the framework. The purpose was to provide an accessible, integrated
view of the findings that makes it easier to mobilize the knowledge. The initial KMF (Figure 5)
and the refined, contextualized KMF (Figure 6) were evaluated during interviews with 8 experts
in the field. To account for the dynamic nature of the HCI4D field, a descriptive literature review
of 2017–2019 publications was done to confirm the continued validity of the findings.

Triangulation, the idea referring to ‘multiple operationalism,’ in which more than one method is
used as part of a validation process (Johnson et al., 2007) was applied to ensure that the findings
were the result of the underlying phenomenon or traits and not of the method used. A multi-
method research design as used in this study, is distinguished from mixed-methods in the sense
that the order and contribution of the quantitative and qualitative components are more flexible
(Creswell & Clark, 2017). The initial scoping literature search delivered only three meaning making
(third wave) papers, namely Ho et al. (2009), Toyama (2010) and Dell and Kumar (2016). Those
were useful in informing the descriptive literature review but offered no guidance on relating the
core issues to the domain questions. That confirmed the need for a knowledge mobilization frame-
work as a point of departure in communicating HCI4D meta-knowledge.

The initial literature review was done in 2017 and the initial model was proposed in 2018; HCI4D
field is dynamic and an updated review was required to verify the continued validity of the earlier
reviews and extract additional information for structuring the findings. Therefore, the 2017–2019
publications were selected using the same procedure, and criteria of the initial descriptive literature
review. Alternatively, the 2007–2019 set could have been analyzed but that would mean redoing the
study which negates the development history and the evaluation of the initial framework which was
based on the first (2007–2017) review. Furthermore, the impact of the more recent (2017–2019)
research would be less evident if the data from 2007–2017 and that of 2017- 2019 was combined.

3.3. Research methods

The research methods employed include the descriptive literature review, the survey with Southern
African HCI4D researchers and the expert reviews to evaluate the model. Each of these will now be
discussed in more detail.

3.3.1. Design of the descriptive literature review
A rigorous standalone literature review goes beyond a description of the identified articles to include
a degree of analysis and conceptual innovation (Boell & Cecez-Kecmanovic, 2015; Grant & Booth,
2009). The review has to be systematic in following a methodological approach, explicit in explaining
the procedures by which it was conducted, comprehensive in its scope of including all relevant
material, and hence, reproducible by anyone who follows the prescribed approach in reviewing
the literature (Okoli & Schabram, 2010). The expansion of evidence-based practice across sectors
has led to an increasing variety of literature review types. Grant and Booth (2009) propose a typology
based on an analysis of review types where they identify the 14 most common types of literature
reviews, with illustrative examples from health and health information domains. Paré et al. (2015)
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provide a typology of nine review types and provide a descriptive insight into the most common lit-
erature reviews found in top IS journals. Notably, all these types exhibit a degree of rigor and system-
atization with the typologies and sophistication of the requirements dynamically increasing.
Therefore, some of the earlier studies classified as systematic literature reviews would probably
not qualify for that description anymore. Considering the classification of Paré et al. (2015), this
study fits under the descriptive literature review type which implies that the scope of the questions
are broad, the search study is representative, the nature of the primary sources is empirical, the study
selections is explicit and the analysis methods include content analysis or frequency analysis, in this
study both methods were included.

Given the methodological rigor, degree of analysis and conceptual innovation required the aim of
a systematic literature review is not just to aggregate all existing evidence on a research question. The
findings typically manifest in evidence-based guidelines for practitioners (Kitchenham et al., 2009), a
hypothesis or a model (Grant & Booth, 2009). The latter resonates with the purpose of this study,
namely to propose a framework representing the field of HCI4D research. Bramer et al. (2018)
propose a systematic search strategy to develop literature searches starting with clear and focused
questions. Considering the purpose mentioned, this research question is formulated as: What are
the core issues and domain questions in the HCI4D domain? Having defined the question and ident-
ified the search term, Bramer et al. (2018) suggest finding articles that can be used as guidance in
constructing the research strategy. The following two studies, also having conducted surveys of
the HCI4D literature were imperative in informing the search strategy of this study:

. The Ho et al. (2009) study published the result of a literature survey towards presenting a concep-
tual map for making sense of the emerging HCI4D literature. Their specific aims were to articulate
some of the histories that informed the community of researchers; to provide an overview of exist-
ing work in HCI4D; discuss the most pertinent issues in the discipline and suggest a set of grand
challenges for the ensuing 5–10 years. The following topics were identified: cross-cultural HCI,
unique needs, design methods, and empirical studies.

. Dell and Kumar (2016) presented an empirical analysis of HCI4D literature (2009–2016). Their
findings were based on a survey of 259 HCI4D publications selected from journals and conference
papers that mentioned the keywords ‘HCI4D,’ ‘ICTD,’ ‘low-resource,’ ‘developing world,’ ‘develop-
ing regions,’ and ‘development.’ They summarized the evolution of the research, with an overview
of the geographies it covers, technologies it targets, epistemological and methodological
underpinnings.

The findings from these two overview papers were compared and contrasted with the review on
Human–Computer Interaction and Global Development by Toyama (2010) in terms of the core
themes and challenges and those were used to inform the categories for the analysis of the
papers selected in the descriptive literature review.

The difficulties with refining search terms in interdisciplinary domains have been noted by Pretto
and Curró (2017) when they conducted a systematic literature review focusing on common terms in
IT-related literature within the three interdisciplinary fields of IT, ICT, and EdTech. They found that the
inconsistent usage of the terms in the three interconnected fields causes confusion which makes
cross-comparisons problematic (Pretto & Curró, 2017). The same issue arises when considering
HCI4D-related terms in the interdisciplinary fields of ICT4D, HCI and HCI4D and that complicated
the selection of keywords. Initially the string [‘Human–Computer Interaction’ AND ‘Development’]
was proposed. However, some database search engines interpreted the ‘AND’ condition in the
strings as ‘OR.’ Furthermore, the term ‘development’ has different connotations which led to many
inappropriate selections. Therefore, the term ‘HCI4D’ was used. While acknowledging the value of
synonyms and variations in optimizing search strategies to find the best balance between sensitivity
and specificity (Bramer et al., 2018), a simple search term like ‘HCI4D’ has value in terms of the replic-
ability of the research.
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Cavacini (2015), when investigating the best database for Computer science journals, notes that
many studies focus on one or more of the three most important multidisciplinary databases, namely
Web of Science, Scopus and Google scholar, he recommends Scopus for indexing the highest
number of unique articles. Gasparyan et al. (2016) recommend Scopus andWeb of Science as platforms
for retrieving and analyzing quality items for most scientific, technical and medical disciplines. There-
fore, Scopus and Web of Science were considered necessary and sufficient for covering the relevant
literature. Google Scholar was consulted for finding publications not indexed by these platforms.

The methodology is now presented followed by the main results from the literature review.
A descriptive literature review was conducted in January 2018 on the databases Scopus and Web

of Science using the search string ‘HCI4D’ for items published from 2007 to 2017. The review included
all publications in English journals and conference proceedings returned in response to the search
term. Books were excluded since they were more difficult to access and workshops were excluded
due to the variability in format.

. A total of 239 papers which included duplicates were found. Duplicates were then removed to be
left with 159 papers.

. A further search for the string ‘HCI4D’ was done in Google Scholar, which returned 314 items.

. Combining the results from the first search (159) with the results from Google Scholar (314) gave
us a total of 473; from this total the duplicates were then removed so 349 items remained for
analysis.

. During further analysis 136 papers were removed; these included panels, workshops, editorials,
extended abstracts, forums, books, and book chapters.

. A total of 213 English conference or journal papers remained for the in-depth analysis.

The final list is available as, 2007–2017 papers: https://doi.org/10.25399/UnisaData.12340979.v1

3.3.2. Extended literature review
In January 2020, a second literature review was done using the same process and criteria specified
above but then only for 2017–2019 publications from Scopus and Web of Science. The original set
of 295 papers were reduced to 135 by removing duplicates and the publications which were not
part of our library subscription and thus had to be bought. The dataset is available as, 2017–2019
papers: https://doi.org/10.25399/UnisaData.12340730.v1.

In this case, the analysis was aimed at confirming the relevance of the framework’s constructs and
adding emerging constructs since 2017. Therefore, the focus was on checking if there were publi-
cations in the categories previously identified in response to the domain questions (why, what,
who and how) and for publications that warranted the addition of new categories.

3.3.3. Design of the survey
The survey was sent to the AfriCHI mailing list, AfriCHI being the premier Southern African HCI con-
ference that draws researchers from the global HCI community but especially from SADC countries, as
well as Uganda and Kenya. The study received ethical clearance from the School of Computing at the
University of South Africa. The survey questions on evaluating the framework were part of a larger
survey on Southern African HCI4D research, the questions are included as Appendix. There were
20 responses to the survey; identification was optional and from those who chose to provide their
email addresses, it could be deduced that all the South African Higher Education Institutions (HEI)
offering HCI were presented as well as Namibia and Uganda. The reality is that HCI is not offered
at all HEIs and the HCI4D community, being a subset of HCI researchers, is even smaller.

3.3.4. Design of the expert reviews
The survey instrument was designed to assess the relative prevalence or use of the components com-
prising the framework rather than the framework itself. To ascertain the usefulness, comprehensiveness,
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transferability, simplicity and clarity of the framework, it was evaluated by eight ICT4D experts from six
different Higher Education Institutions in South Africa. That included four researchers who were double
experts, i.e. experts in both ICT4D and HCI4D. The respondents were purposely selected for their exper-
tise in ICT4D, HCI4D or both. They were not involved in any formal or informal relationship with the
researchers. Seven of the respondents had doctoral degrees as highest qualification, and one a
master’s degree. The number of eight reviews was considered adequate since the last two interviews
did not add significantly new input thereby indicating data saturation.

4. Research results

This section presents the results according to the why, what, who and how dimensions and critically
reflects on the findings in terms of previous literature reviews. The selection of the categories was
based on the Knowledge Mobilization Framework (Ward, 2017) and the same categories were
used in the literature review by Dell and Kumar (2016). This dataset of 2007–2017 papers is available
from https://doi.org/10.25399/UnisaData.12340979.v1.

4.1. WHERE: geographical distribution of studies

Given the broad view of HCI4D, which covers the technology interactions of marginalized popu-
lations, including groups like the elderly, HCI4D research is not confined to specific regions. Further-
more, some studies such as systematic literature reviews are not linked to a specific country and
author affiliations (as used to determine the author’s country of origin) can change. Despite these
limitations, the geographical distribution per continent can provide some insight into where the
research has been done during 2007–2017. Figure 2 depicts the publication frequency (number of
papers published during this period), most studies (54) were done in Asia. This was followed by
Africa (33), Australia (6); North America (5), South America (3), Europe (1) and Eurasia (1). The
results for Eurasia and South America could have been influenced by the fact that only English
papers were considered.

From observation, the number of studies done per country is not always proportional to the
number of first or second authors from that country. This means that much of the research in Asia
and Africa is being led by researchers outside those countries. This issue of the Global South
being an intellectual playground for ICT4D scholars from the Global North has been raised before.
Gitau et al. (2010) highlighted the then almost negligible representation of African researchers in

Figure 2. Research location frequency shown in broader geographical areas.
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formal academic publications. One of the consequences is that key theories in ICTD could be formed
without significant influence by African scholars (Gitau et al., 2010), another consequence is that the
indigenous theories from developing countries are not being published. More recently, Bai (2018)
studied the role of the Global South countries and the representation of scholars from the Global
South in three top-level journals in the area of ICT4D. The study differentiates between core and per-
ipheral countries based on academic knowledge production and found that 21.3% of the countries
were simply used as research sites with no indigenous authors publishing in the journals (Bai, 2018).
On the other hand, foreign researchers provide much-needed funding(Bai, 2018; Van Biljon & Renaud,
2018) and expertise on how to get published in high-impact journals (Van Biljon & Renaud, 2018).
Therefore, the contribution of foreign researchers and the continued need for their involvement
should not be underestimated.

4.2. WHO: target users and researcher populations?

Dell and Kumar (2016) provided the most comprehensive framework on HCI4D knowledge available
at the time and hence it was used as a point in departure for identifying the analysis categories
including the target users and focus areas. They discussed the target users under the categories of
ground-level users (bottom of the information hierarchy), human-access points (individuals who
have direct access to the ground-level users); collective entities (organizations and communities)
and a general group (ill-defined and all-inclusive) (Dell & Kumar, 2016). The application of this categ-
orization in our analysis yielded the following:

. Ground-level users: Agricultural community (Farmers) (3), Learners (2); University students (4); Tea-
chers (4); Illiterate, semi-literate (7) Older people (4); Low-income (11); Migrants or Refugees (7);
Women (11); Mobile phone users (15); Households (6); Wi-Fi users (2); Patients (4)

. Human-access points: Healthcare workers (19); Microfinance (2); Researchers (12)

. Collective entities: Communities (45); Organizations (13); Citizens (9), Rural (22)

. General: Those papers not matching any of the above (33)

Notably, a paper may involve more than one user population so the number could exceed the
number of papers analyzed (213). The findings on the user categorization indicate a substantial

Figure 3. Focus areas: ranking the application domains.
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number of papers in each of the categories. This confirms that those categories are relevant in
describing the target populations.

4.3. WHY: focus areas

An analysis of the application domains of HCI4D research provides insight into the larger purpose that
motivates the researchers (Dell & Kumar, 2016). The work we surveyed covered a wide range of focus
areas (see Figure 3). That excludes the 74 papers which stated the application domain as a margin-
alized community or those without any specific domain. It can be observed that the domains of
health, education and access, which were previously identified as the most prevalent (Dell &
Kumar, 2016) are still well-represented but theory building (including literature reviews) has
increased and there is diversification into many new application domains such as Entertainment,
Data4Dev, and Transportation. Notably, some papers belong to more than one application
domain, for example, the paper on mobile phone (cell phone) charging trials in off-grid Kenya
(Wyche & Murphy, 2012) which deals with access and community; therefore the total of the appli-
cation domains assigned (301) is more than the 213 papers analyzed.

4.4. WHAT: technology and interface

The papers were categorized according to the technologies of Mobile phone (58%), PC/Laptop (24%);
DVD/Video (2%); Other (7%); No technology (9%). These categories were not exclusive since a study
could involve more than one technology and hence the total number concerning technologies used
was 251 where the number of papers analyzed was only 213.

4.5. HOW: research methods

Finally, we analyzed how the research was executed by considering the methodologies used. Pre-
vious studies described the methodological approaches as quantitative, qualitative and mixed-
methods but did not report on the research design and methods. The histogram of the method-
ologies found in this research is depicted in Figure 4. The prevalence of design science research
and participatory design reflects the constructive (design and implementation) orientation of HCI
while the presence of systematic literature reviews and specifically grounded theory is promising
in terms of improving the theoretical focus – an aspect in which HCI4D has been lagging (Dell &

Figure 4. Research methods: comparing the methodologies used in terms of the actual number of studies.
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Kumar, 2016). The range of methodologies identified, and the number of mixed-methods studies
supports the statement that HCI4D, like HCI, has been able to respect the unique strength of
different methodologies and accept diverse epistemological leanings. Only two papers explicitly
mentioned the philosophy, namely the papers by Salerno et al. (2015), and Zewge et al. (2015) –
and in both cases that was interpretive. However, the focus on participatory design and design
science research suggests pragmatism as a philosophy since the latter is often associated with
design-focused research (Hevner, 2007). Critical realism was never mentioned as a philosophy but
then, only two papers did explicitly mention a philosophy. The HCI4D focus on real-world problems
and commitment to intervention align with the goals of international development. According to
Heeks and Wall (2018), critical realism offers two particular types of value for ICT4D research. The
first type includes the generic values of critical realism while the second type comprises the goal
of realizing international development. The following generic values are associated with critical
realism: exposure of context, a contingent causality that reflects real-world ICT4D experiences, legit-
imization of different stakeholder views and reduction of research bias, and finally support for ICT4D’s
interventionist approach (Heeks & Wall, 2018).

An analysis of the Mobile for Development Conference papers (2008–2016) revealed that philoso-
phical and theoretical underpinnings were under-reported and the methodologies were not clearly
articulated (Van Biljon & Renaud, 2018). However, they contend that the lack of models and frame-
works may not necessarily imply a lack of theorization but rather the use of alternative formulations
and formats for the contributions – for instance, specifications, standards and guidelines (Van Biljon &
Renaud, 2018). Furthermore, in some disciplines like Computer Science, the focus on epistemologies
and ontologies are less pronounced and that can affect theorization in multidisciplinary, interdisci-
plinary or transdisciplinary outputs.

5. Proposing a framework

The findings from this study are summarized in Figure 5. The core constructs are grouped under three
clusters namely, context which includes constraints, cross-cultural and unique needs, development
which includes the real-world focus i.e. commitment towards realizing international development
goals, in-situ prototyping and sustainability, and design which includes user participation, design
methods, evaluation methods and technologies. These core constructs originate from the definitions
of the term HCI4D as discussed in the literature review and confirmed by the foci of the papers
reviewed. Notably, Avgerou (2017), when discussing the central theoretical strands mention founda-
tional theories on technology, on context, and on socio-economic development. In this case, Designwas
used instead of Technology to encompass the design of the technology, the intervention and the
methodologies related to the technology. The overview of the HCI4D field is summarized by delineat-
ing the field in terms of the following dimensions: focus areas (why), the technology and interface
(what), the target users and researchers (who) and the research methodologies (how). The recurring
themes are based on Toyama (2010) with the addition of lack of theorization (Ho et al., 2009); sustain-
able development (Heeks, 2018); ethical issues and participatory design (Abdelnour-Nocera & Dens-
more, 2017). Later discourses include user aspirations (Toyama, 2018), choices and capabilities
(Kleine, 2009) and postcolonial computing (Irani et al., 2010). According to a more recent study by
Bailey and Osei-Bryson (2018), the intersecting concepts of inclusive, sustainable and responsible
social innovations in local and global contexts continue to be key focus areas for researchers exploring
the development of, access to, and usage of ICTs, by people living in resource-constrained environ-
ments. The context, development and design themes are now discussed in more detail.

5.1. Context

This implies an understanding of the unique user needs and culture, expectations and constraints in
interacting with the artifact and resonates with the socially embedded approach which suggests that
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meaningful impact is only possible when the approach is deeply integrated with the unique needs
and practices emerging from the local context (Avgerou, 2008). Contextualization involves two
decisions: firstly the choice of conditions and processes in the environment of a focal phenomenon
to be studied, and secondly the choice of domains to be researched as the phenomenon’s environ-
ment (Avgerou, 2017). In the papers analyzed the individual end-user was mostly the unit of analysis;
however, group interactions are considered in some cases. The interpretive philosophy is appropriate
for guiding these investigations, which aim to gain in-depth insights about the context. Abstractions
such as the Choice framework which operationalizes Sen’s capability approach (Kleine, 2009) have
been applied to ensure the validity and rigor of the data capturing. The under-representation of
researchers from the countries where the research was conducted (as discussed in section 4.1) is par-
ticularly problematic when the goal is to understand and describe the context.

5.2. Development

The fields of ICTD and ICT4D examine the relationship between contemporary ICTs and societal
development, that necessitates a deep understanding of both the ICTs and the nature of develop-
ment (Walsham, 2017). Based on a comparative analysis of development theories in ICTD research
from developed and developing countries, (Jonker, 2016) found that Development in ICTD is domi-
nated by ideas from development economics, Keynesian economics, and neoliberal economics (i.e.
conventional theories of development – generally), and Sen’s capability approach (focusing on
expanding people’s freedoms), new growth theory (focusing on the centrality of the knowledge
economy), and the Millenium Development Goals (MDGs) specifically. However, there is a knowledge

Figure 5. Human–computer interaction for development knowledge mobilization framework (initial).
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gap in the link between ICT intervention and development in the context of developing countries
(Sein et al., 2019). Zheng et al. (2018) argue that a broader picture of development should include
a better understanding of development processes, their ideological nature, the power structures
and driving forces, and the mechanisms through which ICTs may be embedded in and shape
these processes. This focus relates to theories conceptualizing development, theories conceptualiz-
ing the use of ICT and theories on the transformative processes linking ICT to development (Sein
et al., 2019). In this analysis, most papers did not specify any research paradigm. This finding
signifies a lack of explicit engagement with research paradigms in HCI4D research. Interpretivism
was mentioned twice and that would be appropriate for guiding research into understanding user
needs, constraints and the context. However, many HCI4D projects involve ICT related interventions
in communities and then the questions of impact and therefore causality arise. Omland and Thapa
(2017) propose critical realism as the middle way of universal law (positivism and post-positivism)
versus mere understanding (interpretivism) since critical realists argue that the world is socially con-
structed but not entirely so. Heeks and Wall (2018) concur in supporting ICT4D’s interventionist
approach for its goal of delivering international development. The real-world focus which necessi-
tates in situ prototyping is fundamental to HCI4D research (Toyama, 2010) and designing for resili-
ence to ensuring sustainability is imperative.

5.3. Design

The aim of iterative design with user participation resonates with the design science research
approach which is used to structure the design, implementation and development phases. Based
on our literature review, most papers do not explicitly mention the guiding philosophy but given
the generally acknowledged commitment to user-centred design and context-awareness, it means
reconciling development goals with design constraints and usability. Toyama (2018) highlights the
tension between international development, which refers to internal traits that require changes in
human capital, institutional capacity, mass values, and the technologist’s conception of needs
suggesting solutions that change external context through technological artifacts. Pragmatism pro-
vides the flexibility to accommodate data capturing methods compatible with in situ prototyping and
evaluation but positivism or interpretivism may be appropriate in guiding parts of usability assess-
ments. Participatory design (or co-design) is a core methodology but user experience and usability
constructs including effectiveness, efficiency and user satisfaction are used in the selection of the evalu-
ation methods.

In summary, the keywords context, design and development emerged as core issues when compar-
ing the trends and challenges towards differentiating HCI4D as a research area. The focus on context,
design and development is evident in the definition of HCI4D as understanding and designing tech-
nologies for under-served, under-resourced, and under-represented populations around the world
(Dell & Kumar, 2016) but more specifically in terms of user needs and cross-cultural design (Ho
et al., 2009); respecting resource constraints and focusing on practicality when designing digital tech-
nology (Toyama, 2010). These core issues are related and any HCI4D paper would probably reference
all three. However, if the focus is on the context the research would probably be guided by interpre-
tivism since the aim is to understand the context. A design focus would be guided by pragmatism
when the aim is to reconcile design requirements under specific constraints and then interpretivism,
positivism (or post-positivism) could guide the evaluating of the artifact. A development focus signals
change (Toyama, 2018); change is not an inherent outcome of projects guided by interpretivism,
positivism or post-positivism. However, action research and design science research has been
linked to pragmatism where those approaches have real-world impact and by implication change,
as an outcome. Similarly, Heeks and Wall (2018) highlight the resonance between the generic
values associated with critical realism and ICT4D’s interventionist approach whereby critical
realism has potential value in dealing with the expectations of change. The evaluation of the frame-
work will now be discussed.
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6. Evaluation of the conceptual framework

The original framework (depicted in Figure 5) was evaluated in three ways, firstly by applying it to
represent survey data from a survey conducted with Southern-African ICT4D researchers, secondly
through interviews with experts in the field of ICT4D (four from ICT4D and four from HCI4D, the
latter considered as double experts due to their involvement in both HCI and ICT4D). Finally, the com-
ponents of the framework were evaluated for being up-to-date by considering the findings of a
2017–2019 descriptive literature review.

6.1. Application of the initial knowledge mobilization framework to survey data

The framework was applied to the survey data (on HCI4D researchers in Southern Africa) to see if it
was usable and useful. It is important to note that the unit of analysis for developing the original fra-
mework was publications (journal and conference papers) while the unit of analysis in the survey was
researchers’ responses. The group of 20 researchers were disciplinary diverse, having obtained their
highest qualification in the fields of Information Systems (28.6%), Computer Science (23.8%), Other
(23.8%), Information Technology (19%) and Psychology (4.8). Unfortunately, they were not required
to specifically explain their qualification in the category, Other.

Figure 6 represents the framework based on the data regarding focus areas, technologies, users
and researchers, and research approaches, from the survey. The relevance of all three core issues
was confirmed by the fact that all the respondents mentioned those as challenges or suggested
related aspects under incentives in response to the open-ended questions (numbers 5 and 6 in
Appendix). Arguably, challenges and core issues are not the same, but we found that the respondents
provided detailed information on challenges and useful incentives while they were less vocal on iden-
tifying the core issues. Therefore, the responses regarding challenges and incentives were included to
confirm or reject core issues.

Furthermore, the components under Context remained the same. Under Design the construct user
participation was replaced with user collaboration to reflect the sentiment that users should be active
participants with agency in the design and evaluation process. The domain questions of why, what,
who and how were applied by considering the relevance of the constructs for this data. As men-
tioned, there were 20 responses, but the respondents could select more than one option, so the per-
centages indicate the percentage of the respondents that selected that specific option. For example,
the 95% in the bracket next to Education in the HOW (Focus Areas) category means that 19 of the 20
respondents were involved in projects with the aim of improving education within the given context
of HCI4D. Considering the WHAT (Technology and Interface) category, 84% of the respondents
selected Smart phones and 58% selected Mobile phones. All the Smart phones are Mobile phones
but the distinction between smart phones and other mobile phones were retained to indicate that
there were studies specifically studying older mobile phones. All the focus areas from the general
framework were found relevant since they were working in that area and the same applies to the
WHAT (technology and interface). Considering the WHO (Researchers) there were no researchers
from Information Science and Sociology and therefore those were removed. Obviously, that can
change so it is important to remember that the framework provides a snapshot of a specific
context. The philosophies proposed in the general framework were all in use, 26% of the respondents
selected the option none of those and the philosophies Pragmatism and Post-Colonial Feminism were
added. In terms of the research approaches, Action research, Activity theory, Actor-network theory and
Case studies were not selected and thus removed. It is necessary to distinguish between case studies
as research methodology and the practice of studying specific cases, which would reside under User
studies. Design and interactive prototyping seem very similar to Participatory design, but the latter does
not necessarily involve implementation and therefore the distinction remains useful even if many of
the respondents used both methodologies. No respondent selected Design Science research but that
could be due to the use of different terminologies. Notably, 63% were involved in Design and
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interactive prototyping. This gap could be an opportunity for those researchers to consider Design
Science in extending their research oeuvre and accessing new opportunities. Literature reviews and
mixed methods were not selected and hence removed as core methods used by this community.

6.2. Expert evaluation

To ascertain the usefulness, comprehensiveness, transferability, simplicity and clarity of the initial fra-
mework (Figure 5) and its potential for representing specific contexts (as demonstrated in Figure 6), it
was evaluated by eight ICT4D experts. That included four people who were double experts, i.e.

Figure 6. Knowledge mobilization framework applied to Southern African HCI4D researchers.
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experts in both ICT4D and HCI4D. The correctness of the framework depended on the survey data
and thus that could not be evaluated heuristically. Their responses are now discussed according to
their responses to the following interview questions.

Uses of the Framework for HCI4D research: Towards assessing the perceived use and usefulness
of the Framework, the respondents were asked to state their view on the use for this framework in
terms of HCI4D research. All respondents deemed the framework to be useful in presenting an
overview of the HCI4D research done in the past 11 years. Respondents 3 and 5 mentioned
that the research could also be useful in identifying gaps in the literature in terms of the focus
areas investigated, the technologies and the users involved in the research. Furthermore, the phil-
osophies and research approaches represented could signify epistemological and methodological
gaps in the research landscape. Respondent #5 found the focus on HCI4D embedded in the ICT4D
research field useful and noted the focus on evaluation as a strength that HCI4D brings to ICT4D.
Respondent #3 mentioned the value in overcoming ‘pilotitis’ (isolated, projects of limited scope,
duration and impact) by identifying core issues and domain questions that could suggest oppor-
tunities and connections towards linking research, practice and policy outcomes thereby improving
resilience and sustainability. Respondents #3 and #7 observed that the diagram would be especially
useful for post-graduate students trying to identify research questions and contextualize their
study.

The HCI4D knowledge mobilization framework is illustrative rather than prescriptive and not pre-
sented as an objective perspective through which observers can perceive unbiased reality. The value
will be based on the usefulness as perceived by researchers and practitioners interested in HCI4D.
However, towards some substantive evaluation of HCI4D_KMF as an information systems artifact,
it is necessary to consider the relevant criteria. Pfeiffer and Niehaves (2005) mention criteria for
methods and models but none for frameworks. Considering the goal of knowledge mobilization,
both sets of criteria were considered applicable. However, in terms of an evaluation with experts,
the following were selected as most useful: comprehensiveness, appropriateness (for mobilizing
knowledge) and simplicity (economic efficiency) and clarity. The experts were thus were asked to
comment on the following aspects of the framework:

6.2.1. Comprehensiveness
All the respondents found the framework comprehensive although there is no claim that the model is
complete. Respondent #3 mentioned that the USER under the HOW column has not been unpacked
for the specific context. Furthermore, users (referring to the users of the technology) could be
extended to the users of the research which would include government and industry when consider-
ing policy. Respondent #5 suggested that Tablets should be added to Mobile phones, even though
most research was still being done with phones the design evolution was blurring the distinction
between phones and tablets. Respondent #3 mentioned that adding definitions of the core issues
as defined for the specific context would be useful. Respondents #3 suggested adding problem
solving as a core concept, while respondent #4 suggested adding innovation. Respondents #2, 3, 5
suggested adding a core issue to represent the contribution, innovation, and problem solved
aspect. That was resolved by adding the construct development outcome in line with the Development
outcomes category in the ICT4D typology (Qureshi, 2015).

6.2.2. Transferability to other ICT4D application areas or other HCI4D regions
Given the grounding in the set of global HCI4D papers, the respondents (#1, 2, 4–8) argued that the
core framework would theoretically be transferable to any other HCI4D research area, but it should be
adapted by considering local information as was done for the Southern-African researchers. Respon-
dent #6 argued that it should also be transferable to specific research domains in ICTD such as Health
and Education with minor adjustments.
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6.2.3. Simplicity
Generally, the framework was considered simple enough for the purpose of presenting an overview
of HCI4D research. The only redundancy identified was Smart Phones and Mobile Phones in the WHAT
column. Given the continued technological development, Respondent 1# suggested that Mobile
Phones be used to represent all phones. Respondent #2 suggested that more of the philosophies
and research approaches should be incorporated under Other to simplify it, and that Other should
be added to the WHY column. Respondent #6 argued that further simplification could damage the hol-
istic view.

6.2.4. Clarity
Respondent #3 observed that the representation implied equal weights for all the Core Issue com-
ponents. However, the researcher’s intention was to present the underlined, bolded components
(e.g. Context) as the main issue with the other components as sub-issues related to the main
issue. Respondent #2 mentioned that the representation did not suggest any relationship between
the main or sub-components in the three different blocks. Respondent #2 and Respondent #6
suggested adding a description of the terms, specifically for the core issues.

Additional comments: The following are highlighted since they motivated changes in the diagram,
confirmed the correctness of some aspects of the framework or are retained for future resolution.
Respondent #1 mentioned that the constructs in the ‘Design’ block seemed more related to the inter-
vention, i.e. the implementation of the research which involves but also exceeds the design phase.
Respondent #7 disagreed, stating that ‘Design’ is a core and irreplaceable construct. Respondent
#4 mentioned the need to include problem solving while Respondent #2 suggested including the
contribution to development as an ‘innovation’ under Design, that was then represented by the
Development outcomes under Development. Respondent #5 confirmed the importance of research
in Education and that it made sense in the developing country context where digital skills develop-
ment remains relevant discourses in ICT4D, especially given the discourse on the Fourth Industrial
Revolution.

6.3. Extended literature review

As noted, the analysis of the 2017–2019 papers was aimed at getting the framework up-to-date by
adding new items and it also served to confirm the continued relevance of the core issues and the
items listed in response to the domain questions – why, what, who and how? The findings from the
2020 literature review confirmed all the focus areas in Figure 6 (based on finding a minimum of two
papers published in the three-year period). Entertainment was the exception, but it was retained
since the focus is on comprehensiveness. The following additional focus areas were added to the
updated framework (Figure 8): Environment, Ethics, Games, Finance (including mobile money) and
Migrations. The technology and interface categories, target users and research methodologies are
more stable, and no categories were considered for addition or removal based on this review. The
keywords for these papers were extracted; the terms HCI4D, ICT4D and HCI as well as common
English words were removed and then the results for the following categories were combined: edu-
cation with teaching and learning; privacy with security.

The keyword frequencies (for items above 4) are depicted in Figure 7. While acknowledging the
limitations of keyword selection for representing content, it does provide an indication of what
the authors considered to be important issues. Clearly, design (30) remains a core theme. The
terms mobile, rural, social, and informal can be related to context. In comparison, the term develop-
ment (7) is not mentioned that often but it remains a core purpose of the publications and therefore
context, development and design remain the proposed HCI4Dmotor themes (see Quadrant 1 in Figure
1). The term mobile occurred frequently and there may be an argument for that becoming a motor
theme, but it was considered as a qualifier, as in mobile phone rather than an emerging theme. In
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terms of focus areas, health and education remain most prevalent with voice, social, privacy and secur-
ity, gender, refugees, data and financial, emerging as prominent focus areas.

India (25) was prevalent in terms of countries represented with Pakistan (6) and Bangladesh (6) in
second place. However, the country names were removed since it is possible that differing titling
practices can influence the keywords. Notably, Kou et al. (2018) found strikingly different patterns
of titling between studies of Western and non-Western countries, those differences were found in
whether and how country names are mentioned in titles and the precision when describing study
contexts.

6.4. Final HCI4D framework

Based on the feedback from the expert evaluation and the second literature review the applied fra-
mework (Figure 6) was updated to the final HCI4D Knowledge Mobilization Framework (HCI4D_KMF) as
depicted in Figure 8. There are countless design decisions involved in naming and relating aspects of
research methodologies that lie beyond the scope of this paper. However, towards standardization
and explanation of the meaning of the methodological components (HOW), the Semantic Web and
Research Methodology Wiki (SWARM, 2019) was used as a frame of reference.

6.5. Limitations

This section discusses the trade-offs and consequences of the research design decisions which could
have affected the relevance and rigor of the findings. Those are presented by considering the litera-
ture reviews, survey, expert evaluation the framework development.

Literature reviews: The choice of the term ‘HCI4D’ for the keyword search limits the results by poss-
ibly excluding relevant studies. Furthermore, the term may have been used more in certain regions
and thus that could influence the selection of the results. On the other hand, the term provides a clear

Figure 7. Keyword frequency in literature review 2017–2019.
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focus as a point of departure. The model was developed over a period of 3 years, starting with the
data capturing in 2018 and the publication of the first version at the GlobDev Workshop at the
end of 2018. In 2019 the survey and expert evaluations were done, and the model was updated
accordingly. In 2020, the literature review conducted in 2018 was not up-to-date anymore. The
second descriptive literature review was done to cover the 2017–2019 publications. Therefore, the
literature is considered in terms of two overlapping sets (2007–2017) and (2017–2019) rather than
one comprehensive set of 2017–2019 publications. This can be considered a limitation, but it
reflects the development phases. Despite the authors best intentions of following a clear and rigor-
ous literature review process there is subjectivity and human error involved in classifying publications
in application areas. However, the triangulation of the findings from four the research activities and
the consecutive evaluations should improve the overall rigor of the findings and prevent critical flaws
in the framework.

Figure 8. HCI4D knowledge mobilization framework (HCI4D_KMF).
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Survey: The small number of 20 respondents is a limitation but that number covers more than 50% of
the active researchers in the region (based on HCI4D publications). However, further research in bigger
regionswith larger numbers of researchers are needed to do a quantitative evaluation of the framework.

Expert evaluation: The framework was evaluated with academic researchers only. That demon-
strated acceptance from the academic audience, but the framework needs to be presented to poli-
ticians, practitioners and government in future research.

Framework development: Considering the level of detail, the framework could be refined in more
detail applying an ICT4D research typology as proposed by Qureshi (2015) which includes the level,
unit of analysis and indicators, type, ICT use and development outcomes, this framework included
only development outcomes. The motor themes to describe the core issues and domain questions
in HCI4D were identified from the literature, their relevance was evaluated during the survey and
the expert evaluation and confirmed by the second survey. However, the centrality and density of
the core issues were not investigated quantitatively, for example by considering citation counts. Fur-
thermore, the core issues are time and context dependent so the items listed in response to the
domain questions may change as the challenges and discourses change over time. The visual pres-
entation of the framework highlights the boundaries and the incompleteness of the knowledge
elements. However, any theorization of the HCI4D landscape would have to deal with these complex-
ities. Focusing on the limitations of the representation rather than the potential for integration and
synthesis may be one of the reasons for the current lack of a holistic representation. Therefore, this
HCI4D_KMF is proposed as a point of departure in positioning HCI4D research as a landscape where
different philosophies and methodologies may need to be combined to meet the needs of multi-,
inter- and transdisciplinary projects.

6.6. Contributions

First, the paper provides a concise, high-level overview of HCI4D research that enables readers to take
stock of the current state of HCI4D and how the body of work has developed since 2007. Specifically,
this study builds on existing literature by following the idea of a conceptual map (Ho et al., 2009) and
then use the dimensions proposed by Dell and Kumar (2016) to structure the systematic literature
review conducted. Second, the findings from the extensive literature survey are presented as a knowl-
edge mobilization framework (HCI4D_KMF) in response to the fundamental domain questions. That is
significant since the response to the fundamental domain questions can form the basis of a theory
(Gregor, 2006). The framework is proposed as a point of departure in generalizing and integrating the
reflections towards descriptive theorization.

On a practical level, the framework can be used as a point of departure towards a holistic view for
multi-disciplinary teams developing theoretical explanations about phenomena in the world where
the application domain is the integrated design, development and iterative evaluation of (digital) arti-
facts for development. ICT4D research can be enriched by the approaches to design, and the body of
methodologies, specifically the evaluation methodologies from HCI (and by extension, HCI4D). This
could address the issue of research silos for both aspiring and seasoned HCI researchers towards
an improved understanding of how their work can connect with existing research and
methodologies.

Bailey and Osei-Bryson (2018) consider the ability of stakeholders in development initiatives
to collaboratively and effectively design, implement and evaluate innovations that will be
adopted and utilized within specific development contexts and environments as key elements
towards sustainable development. This collaboration requires some conceptual agreement on the
core issues and the domain questions and thus the proposed HCI4D_KMF could be useful as a point
of departure when considering sustainable HCI4D projects. Despite significant differences between
HCI and HCI4D, both communities have the capacity for reflection and self-critique (Toyama, 2010)
and this study will hopefully build on that tradition. Another contribution is to provide new HCI and
ICT4D researchers with a visual overview of the research landscape, particularly those whose primary
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domain may be outside of HCI4D research. The references lists are available, the abstracted data for
2007–2017 is available from https://doi.org/10.25399/UnisaData.12340979.v1 and the methodology
has been recorded to make the study more replicable than the previous literature studies in HCI4D.

7. Conclusion

This paper is a response to the challenge of presenting a holistic overview of the HCI4D research
domain which is needed for multi, inter- and transdisciplinary research. The findings from a descrip-
tive literature review (2007–2017 papers) were integrated and synthesized to present a knowledge
mobilization framework, a theorization to be interrogated and critiqued towards presenting the
sub-domains in HCI4D research as well as the salient philosophical and methodological bases. The
framework was applied to data gathered on Southern HCI4D researchers to demonstrate the use
and usefulness in representing the knowledge about a specific research community. The applied fra-
mework was then evaluated by expert reviewers and their input was used to refine the initial frame-
work, a second descriptive literature review (2017–2019 papers) was done to update the model. The
refined knowledge mobilization framework is the main contribution of the study. Acknowledging the
continued growth and diversification in the field, the HCI4D knowledge mobilization framework is
proposed as a non-prescriptive point of departure for verification and further research in studying
the use of technology for development.
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Appendix

The responses to the following questions were selected as relevant to the framework evaluation. The full survey can be
found at https://goo.gl/53XBsd:

Question in survey Responses
1 The discipline where you obtained your

highest qualification:
Computer Science; Information Systems; Psychology; Information
Technology; Other

2. Philosophies used in your research (choose as
many as apply):

Interpretive; Positivist or Post-Positivist; Critical realist; None actively taught
or promoted; None explicitly used; Other

3. Research methodologies (choose as many as
apply):

Ethnography; User studies (needs and context) using qualitative research
methods; Participatory design; Design and iterative prototyping;
Evaluation – self reporting; Evaluation – digital logging, including eye
tracking; Evaluation – observation; Critical computing; Other

4. Technologies on which your research focuses
(choose as many as apply):

Mobile phone (Basic of feature phone); Smartphone; PC or Laptop; DVD or
Video; Paper
Other; None

5 In your opinion, what are the grand challenges
of HCI4D in Southern Africa.

Your answer:…

6 What initiatives do you see as useful in
promoting HCI4D in Southern Africa?

Your answer:…

7 Research domains where you are active
(choose as many as apply):

Education; Health; Agriculture
Business; Government; Entertainment; Cybersecurity; Transportation;
Social Media; Robotics; Sustainability; Gender; Assistive Technology;
Environment; Theory; Data4Development; Access; Politics; Community;
Internet Of Things; Other
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